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ABOUT US

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

We are a Spanish luxury outdoor furniture
brand which designs, manufactures and
distributes around the world. Our brand
is mainly recognized for our spectacular
daybeds, which has been chosen to furnish
many hotels and resorts of the main hotel
chains of the globe such as Palladium, Hyatt,
Sheraton, Hilton or Marriot among others.
These pieces contribute a sophisticated
design to the spaces that furnish and a
pleasant sensation of luxury and comfort
to those who enjoy them, both key points of
our success.

We take a special careful development of
our products using high quality materials
such as synthetic fibers, aluminium or
waterproof upholstery, that are safe for
the environment and 100% recyclable. The
handmade finishes of the manufacturation
process like the artisan weaving, gives a
special touch of personality to our pieces.

With a solid distribution network around
the world, we have managed to be present
in the five continents, being Indonesia
our exclusive manufacturing point. To this
must be added the new and impressive
showroom that we recently opened in
the city of Surabaya (Indonesia) and that
will undoubtedly be a new triumph for the
recognition of our brand.

P RO D U CT CAT E G O RY

LIVINGS

DININGS

Sofa · Loveseat · Armchair · Coffee table

Table · Chair · Dining Armchair
Having an amazing meal with friends and family
around a stylish table and comfortable chairs.

entertaining friends, or just relax in comfort.

Alfresco dining at it’s finest.

LOUNGER SETS

DAYBEDS

Single and Double Lounger
Recline back, relax, soak up the sun

Who said you can’t dream during the day?

and forget the troubles of the world

Our daybeds can certainly

in any one of our comfy loungers.

challenge those thoughts!

OCCASIONAL
Some of the most special items
specifically designed and developed
for occasional use.

HANGING CHAIRS
There is no better way to relax,
than to gently swing in one
of our hanging chairs.
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Amazing comfortable furniture,
designed to enjoy your outdoor space,

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

COLLECTIONS
Skyline Design’s latest collection of outdoor furniture, able
to adapt to almost any enviroment and space.
Luxury living, opulent dining, relaxing lounging and stunning
daybeds all designed to add style and comfort.

HORIZON COLLECTION
WINDSOR COLLECTION
VILLA COLLECTION
SURABAYA DAYBED
S PA OCCASIONAL
URBAN OCCASIONAL
JOURNEY HANGING CHAIR

DESIGNERS

BELEN BURGUETE

SANTIAGO SEVILLANO

Onteniente, Spain

Valencia, Spain

Currently, he is the head of
R&D and the Skyline Design®
chief designer. Nature
and humanity are his main
sources of inspiration for
his designs, creating pieces
that instinctively turn into
elegant forms endowed
with great comfort.

Based in Onteniente
(Valencia), she studied at the
School of Arts and Crafts of
Alcoy, and founded her own
design studio in 2010 called
“EstudiB3” which developes
all kinds of projects.

Santiago has been working
as a product designer since
he finished university, he is
a member of ADCV / BEDA.
His designs have been
published in several media
publications, both written
(Casaviva, Casahogar, Ddn,
Interni Magazine, Lust) or
online (Core77, yankodesign,
Trendhunter, desingmilk,
design and designo).

Noel has a long career with
more than two decades of
experience in the design
world. He has a unique
creativity that added to his
great knowledge of the latest
techniques and technologies
has led him to be awarded
in several international
prestigious events.

Belén has designed for
Skyline Design® several
outdoor sets that have
had really good reviews, all
of them inspired by nature
and created with natural
materials that perfectly
matches the environment.

His latest work for Skyline
Design® is our cover piece, the
innovative daybed Surabaya,
manufactured in several colors
and available to be combined in
different ways.
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NOEL ROYO
Cebu, Philippines

COLLECTION

HORIZON

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

One of the trendiest additions to our brand
new brochure. A combination of carbon
finished aluminium, dark grey straps and teak
wood armrests combine to create this very
contemporary collection perfect for that
urban space.

HORIZON COLLECTION | LIVING

HORIZON COLLECTION
LOUNGERS
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HORIZON COLLECTION
DAYBED

COLLECTION

WINDSOR

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

A collection characterized by the union of
tradition and modernity. The thick cushions
become the highlight of the sofas,
providing extra comfort to the pieces
whose artisan touch is appreciated in the
weave of the hand-woven backrests.
The white lacquered aluminium and the
solid teak wood table tops and structures
to achieve the perfect balance, providing
warmth and strength to the pieces.

WINDSOR COLLECTION | LIVING
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COLLECTION

VILLA
A neutral and elegant option perfect for relaxed spaces
thanks to its minimalist weaving. Its thick cushions are
the key to its endless comfort while our synthetic fiber
gives this collection a great outdoor durability.

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

The loungers are the most avant-garde pieces of the
collection, thanks to the armrests integrated into
the base that makes them the perfect option for any
contract project.

VILLA COLLECTION | LIVING
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VILLA COLLECTION | DINING

DAYBED

SURABAYA
The exotic islands of Indonesia who’s beauty never fails
to impress the eye.
Surabaya is the exotic and beauty combined with it’s
own possibility to create it’s own reflection.
From a sofa to stunning daybed. You make the choice.

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

A beautiful and exotic refuge of your own.
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OCCASIONAL

SPA

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

Elegant set of architectural design with ability to adapt
to the most modern and sophisticated spaces.
Its enveloping seat structure and over sized height
makes it the perfect choice for privacy.
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OCCASIONAL

URBAN

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

Designed for balconies and limited space.
Its woven fiber blend in black and white results
in a stylish grey ambiance.
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HANGING CHAIR

JOURNEY

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

This stylish line favors the most absolute relaxation.
Highlights its enveloping organic shape and its large and
comfortable seats add to the enormous comfort they offer.
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SKYLINE DESIGN®
CUSTOM MADE
CUSTOM DESIGNS
At Skyline Design we provide our professional service for residential and
commercial projects. (such as restaurants, hotels, cruise ships, etc ...).
With 30+ years of experience in manufacturing furniture, our amazing team of
1000+ people, all combined with our facilities with state-of-the-art equipment,
allow us to customize our furniture all catered to the clients need by design,
measurements, materials and finishes.
We accompany our clients from the initial project to the last detail, putting at
your disposal our design, production and assembly team, as well as our great

SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

experience in contract projects all over the world to achieve outstanding results.

Medidas
Measurements

Acabados
Finishes

Materiales
Materials

Color
Colour

The realization of the orders will be confirmed prior assessment by the design and production department.
Production and realization time: 100 days.
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SKYLINE DESIGN® OUTDOOR FURNITURE

WORLD WIDE
PROJECTS
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comercial@skylinedesign.es
WWW.SKYLINEDESIGN.ES

